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About
T HE WEIGH T O F ZE RO
Seventeen-year-old Catherine Pulaski knows Zero 
is coming for her. Zero, the devastating depression 
born of Catherine’s bipolar disorder, almost 
triumphed once; that was her first suicide attempt. 

Being bipolar is forever. It never goes away. The med 
du jour might work right now, but Zero will be back 
for her. It’s only a matter of time.

And so, in an old ballet-shoe box, Catherine 
stockpiles medications, preparing to take her own 
life before Zero can inflict its living death on her 
again. Before she goes, though, she starts a short 
bucket list. 

The bucket list, the support of her family, new 
friends, and a new course of treatment all begin to 
lessen Catherine’s sense of isolation. The problem is, 
her plan is already in place, and has been for so long 
that she might not be able to see a future beyond it. 

This is a story of loss and grief and hope, and 
how some of the many shapes of love—maternal, 
romantic, and platonic—affect a young woman’s 
struggle with mental illness and the stigma of 
treatment.

About the Author
Karen Fortunati is a former attorney  
who attends graduate school at Trinity  
College in Hartford, Connecticut, and 
works part-time as a museum educator.  
She lives in Connecticut with her family  
and rescue dogs. 



1)  Catherine chooses not to share with 
Dr. McCallum her feelings about Zero’s 
impending return (p. 22)? 

 a.  Why does Catherine describe Michael’s 
confession that Tyler is his only real friend 
as “honest and a little raw” (p. 24)? 

 b.  Why is confidentiality so important to the 
therapy group? 

 c.  Discuss issues of privacy set against the 
social media landscape of today’s high 
schools. 

2)   Catherine struggles with dishonesty, and, yet 
lies with seeming ease. 

 a.  Discuss the conflict she experiences by 
choosing to hide her true feelings from her 
mother, the group, and Michael. 

 b.  On page 35, Catherine decides to make 
her text reply to Michael “as neutral 
as possible.” In what other ways does 
Catherine keep her life neutral?

3)  During group, Catherine puts inaccurate 
numbers on her DBT diary card and refers to 
herself as “a pro at fraudulent reporting”  
(p. 47). 

 a.  Why does she describe the negative 
emotion ambivalent as “tricky” (p. 47)?

4)  Catherine struggles with being completely 
honest.

 a.  Why is daring to be “completely honest” 
with herself a risk for Catherine (p. 95)? 

 b.  How does the constant awareness of Zero 
keep Catherine from being truly honest 
with her doctor?

5)  Why can Catherine not discuss her 
grandmother’s death, and why is admitting 
she’s not ready to do so a “foreign, bulky” 
truth (p. 98)?

6)  Catherine refers to the constant lying to her 
mother about Michael as “exhausting” (p. 299). 

 a. How can dishonesty be exhausting? 
 b.  How can secrets be like a weight, and 

why does Catherine feel “a little lighter” 
when she shares with the group how her 
grandmother died (p. 224)?

7)  Catherine tells Kristal a “partial truth”  
(p. 229) about her illness and suicide attempt.

 a.  Why can’t Catherine tell Kristal the whole 
truth?

 b.  Is telling part of the truth better or worse 
than full disclosure?

8)  Discuss Sandy’s motto: stay and say honest. 
 a.  Why are both important elements of being 

truthful?
9)   How is Catherine’s reaction to John’s story 

about his dog a turning point in her self-
understanding (p. 319)?

10)  How is Catherine’s full disclosure to Kristal 
an act of courage? Discuss Kristal’s reaction. 
Do you think Kristal is justified in her 
response (pp. 337–339)?

Pre-Reading Activ ity
Create two columns on the board or on a screen with the following headings: CRAZY and MENTAL 
ILLNESS. Ask students to generate lists of words or phrases that connect to each heading. Place stu-
dents in small groups and direct them to compare and discuss their lists. Bring students back together 
and lead a discussion surrounding the literal and connoted meanings of the words. Post the lists in 
the classroom while students are reading The Weight of Zero.

Discussion Questions
T RUT H



“It hit me then like it must’ve sucker 

punched Mom seconds ear lier.

The import of what 

Dr. A was telling us: 

Catherine Pulaski is 
genetically defective.”
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GUILT 
1)  Catherine feels that her “bipolar life is 

killing” her mother’s “normal one” (p. 6). 
 a.  How do her feelings of guilt over the 

perceived burden of her life cause her to 
feel that her suicide plan is “honorable?” 
(p. 6) 

 b.  Discuss the different forms of guilt 
Catherine experiences on page 24. How 
is the shoe box, “chock-full of [her] 
deceit,” a symbol and a metaphor for 
Catherine’s dishonesty and associated 
guilt (p. 114)?

2)  Discuss what Catherine means by “facets” 
of guilt (p. 145). 

3)  On page 288, Catherine refers to a heavy 
“cloak of guilt” that she wears for her mom. 
How can guilt be heavy?

4)  Discuss Catherine’s realization on page 324 
that her bipolar disorder is not her fault. 

SHAME/PAI N/S T IGMA 
O F ME NTAL ILLN E SS
1)  Catherine avoids making eye contact with 

other students. In addition to feeling 
ashamed, and “tagged” by her peers because 
of her bipolar disorder, she wants to 
avoid being bullied. Discuss how bullying 
contributes to the shame Catherine already 
feels. 

2)  Discuss how Catherine uses sarcasm to 
deflect the shame and embarrassment she 
feels about her diagnosis.

3)  How do the pill bottles provide Catherine 
“immediate relief just touching the cool, 
smooth plastic” (p. 42)? 

4)  In addition to feeling a connection to John, 
why does Catherine begin to feel “a lot 
of the layer of shame slipping away” with 
regard to the therapy group (p. 68)?

5)  On page 111, Catherine and her mother 
are discussing Catherine’s upcoming 
museum trip with Kristal when her 
mother asks, “What’s wrong with Kristal?” 
According to Catherine, this is the “ugliest 
of questions.” Why? 

6)  Discuss Catherine’s pattern of letting the 
day’s challenging events prove that she is 
damaged and “limited” (p. 176).

7)  Why does the anger that Catherine feels 
from Riley’s cruelty feel “better than 
dwelling on the pain of this latest betrayal” 
(p. 213).

8) How can kindness be a healing balm? 
9)  Reread pages 224 and 225. Discuss the 

importance of dealing with emotional pain 
with safe and healthy coping skills. 

10)  Read the Author’s Note on p. 377. Discuss 
the author’s feelings about coping with pain 
and the power of empathy.

Discussion Questions



Discussion Questions
FEAR
1)  The “character” Zero, Catherine’s name for her depression, first appears on page 2 of the text. 

She refers to Zero’s black breath. 
 a. Why do you think Catherine describes her depression this way? 
 b.  On page 4, she describes Zero as “sniffing and pawing, looking for a crack in my brain that 

the meds haven’t filled.” 
 c.  Based on Catherine’s early descriptions, discuss what Zero would look like in a physical form.
2)  As Catherine becomes more involved with Michael, her fear of revealing her illness grows 

stronger. Why does she so fear the potential of Michael seeing the symptoms of her illness? 
3)  On page 71, after Catherine replaces her “troops” under Grandma’s bed, she realizes that 

she is tired. “Tired of being scared.” How can fear make a person feel both physically and 
emotionally exhausted? 

L ON E LI N E SS AND ISOLAT I ON
1)  Discuss Catherine’s wish to be intimate with another before she kills herself, and her thought 

that “Maybe in the time it takes to physically connect, I can shed the loneliness that I wear as a 
second skin.” (p. 8) 

 a.  Catherine experiences enormous loss in a short period of time, most notably the death of 
her grandmother. Discuss some of the other aspects of Catherine’s life that were lost after her 
diagnosis, and how those losses contribute to her feelings of loneliness and isolation. 

2)  Reread pages 60–62, the moments leading up to Catherine’s suicide attempt. How did grief, 
loneliness, and abandonment contribute to her attempted overdose?

3)  On page 122, Michael and Catherine gently bump into each other in the school hall. 
Catherine describes the moment as “psychic Neosporin on my latest cut.” Discuss what she 
means by the description.

4)  Discuss the importance of Catherine’s first museum trip with Kristal (chapter 16). How does 
Jane’s letter resonate with Catherine and parallel her own life and struggles?

5)  How is the act of stockpiling of her medication for a future suicide attempt putting Catherine’s 
present in danger? What decisions/thought processes might be affected by skipping her meds?

6)  How is Chapter 22 a turning point for Catherine? 

T RUS T
1)  On page 24, Michael confides to Catherine that he was bullied during the previous school 

year. How does his honesty and openness begin to build trust?
2)  In chapter 12 Kristal confides in Catherine, trusting her with deeply humiliating and 

embarrassing information. Why does Catherine think, “This hour and a half has to be one of 
the best afternoons of my life” (p. 104)?

3)  Why is Catherine so shocked when Dr. McCallum asks her to consider if friends are worthy of 
her (p. 300)?
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D iscussion Questions
EMPAT HY
1)  Why does Catherine describe Michael as a fixer? Discuss Catherine’s response to Michael’s 

kindness: “Something like relief flows through me” (p. 64). 
2)  Why does Michael’s concern over Catherine’s paper cut cause a “wave of feeling” that she 

cannot identify (p. 77)? 
 a. How can a seemingly small act of kindness produce powerful emotions?
3) In chapter 24, how does mutual empathy lessen the pain for both Catherine and John?
4)  Why does Catherine become so angry after reading how Jane and her fellow WACS were 

treated by American GIs (p. 255)?  

HOPE AND HOPE LE SSN E SS
1)  Discuss Catherine’s initial sense of hopelessness upon hearing her bipolar diagnosis (p. 5). 

Why does she describe it as an “incomprehensible, unspeakable weight”?
2)  How does the group session at the end of chapter 5 begin to make a crack in Catherine’s 

emotional defenses? 
3)  How does Catherine’s first dinner with Michael’s family plant a seed of hope in her that she 

might be able to experience joy (p. 86)? How is laughter a healing medicine? 
4)  How do Catherine’s positive D-Day list entries buoy her mood (p. 116)?
5)  What does Catherine mean by feeling “the tiniest swell of something like victory” after 

receiving the snowflakes earrings (p. 268)?
6) How does seeing her freshman self dancing in Michael’s video a revelation (p. 295)?
7)  Why does Catherine link her ninth-grade self in the video to Jane (p. 306)? Discuss 

Catherine’s description of herself as innocent (p. 309).
8) Reread chapter 41. How does Catherine prove to herself that life is worth living?  

P RAISE
“An honest, informative, and ultimately optimistic novel about living with mental illness.” 
         —Kirkus Reviews

“Everyone takes a unique path to their dark places but Karen Fortunati’s portayal of the
road back is inspiring.”—Stephanie Tromly, author, Trouble Is A Friend of Mind

This guide was created by Colleen Carroll, children’s book author, curriculum writer and developer, and education consultant. 
Colleen lives in Sleepy Hollow, New York.


